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Abstract
In a North-South vertically di¤erentiated duopoly, we derive equilibrium government
policies towards parallel imports (PIs). By incorporating strategic interaction at the policysetting stage and the product market, the model sheds new light on (i) the e¤ects of PI
policies on pricing behavior of …rms and (ii) the interdependence of national PI policies. If
demand asymmetry across countries is su¢ ciently large, the North forbids PIs to ensure its
…rm sells in the South thereby generating international price discrimination –the South’s
most preferred market outcome – as the equilibrium outcome. When demand structures
are relatively similar across countries, the North permits PIs and uniform pricing – its
most preferred market outcome –obtains.
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Introduction

Parallel trade is said to occur when a product protected by some form of intellectual property
right (IPR) o¤ered for sale by the rights holder in one country is re-sold in another country
without the right holder’s consent. As is clear, the incentive to engage in such trade naturally
arises in the presence of signi…cant international price di¤erences, which in turn often re‡ect
the underlying market power of sellers (Scherer and Watal, 2002).
The possibility of parallel trade a¤ects …rm behavior and pricing in the markets for many
products such as books, CDs, DVDs, software, and surprisingly, even cars. For example, an
article published in the New York Times on March 27, 1999 noted that "American entrepreneurs have been buying tens of thousands of vehicles cheaply at Canadian dealerships and
reselling them in the United States" and that "most of the vehicles being brought South are
large and built in the United States" i.e. these imports of cars from Canada were essentially
parallel imports (PIs) of cars originally exported by the United States.1 The importance of
PIs in the auto market in 1998 can be gauged from the fact that of the 74,413 vehicles brought
into the United States that year, all but 400 or so came from Canada.
Perhaps the industry most a¤ected by the possibility of PIs is the pharmaceutical industry.
A recent article published in the Financial Times noted that several billion dollars of parallel
trade in pharmaceuticals occurs within the European Union (EU) annually and that such
trade accounts for roughly 10% of Europe’s medicine trade.2 The biggest destination markets
tend to be Germany, UK, Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, Ireland, and Norway –some of the
richest countries in Europe where prices generally tend to be the highest. As one might expect,
the important parallel exporters are Greece and Spain – countries where prices of medicines
are lower than the EU average. Kanavos et. al. (2004) carefully document the increased
importance of PIs in the EU pharmaceutical market. They …nd that from 1997 to 2002, the
share of PIs as a percentage of the total pharmaceutical market increased from under 2% to
1
See "Market Grows For U.S. Cars from Canada" New York Times, March 27, 1999. This article also noted
that such parallel trade in cars was common in Europe and that automakers such as Honda and Ford had
managed to control PIs through technological and price measures. Honda, in particular, had managed to clamp
down severely on PIs from Canada.
2
See "European drug groups fear parallel trade" Financial Times, June 7, 2010.
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10.1% in Sweden and from 1.7% to about 7% in Germany. On the export side, Greece’s share
of parallel exports increased from under 1% to 21.6% over the same time period. It is worth
emphasizing that the observed ‡ows of parallel trade do not need to be large for PI policies to
matter because …rms will tend to make di¤erent pricing decisions when such trade is permitted
relative to when it is not.3
Discussions regarding PI policies tend to be quite charged in the context of pharmaceuticals and perhaps for good reason.4 In this regard, it is worth noting that Goldberg (2009)
has argued that the practice of "global reference pricing" on the part of some rich countries
and the possibility of PIs can induce pharmaceutical multinationals to not serve low income
countries and/or raise their prices (even above their optimal monopoly prices) in such markets
–outcomes that emerge quite sharply in our model.5
Whether or not PIs can ‡ow into a country in a particular market is a matter of national
policy. A country can choose to permit PIs in a market by adopting the legal doctrine of
international exhaustion of IPRs under which such rights are deemed to expire globally with
the …rst sale of the relevant product, regardless of the geographical incidence of the sale. On the
other hand, a country can e¤ectively ban PIs by adopting national exhaustion of IPRs wherein
rights are held to expire only in the market of …rst sale thereby leaving the right holder free
to prevent its resale in other markets. While national laws pertaining to parallel trade are
complex and multi-faceted, the following characterization broadly captures the global policy
spectrum for the case of pharmaceuticals: the two largest markets in the world – i.e. United
States and the EU –forbid PIs from most other countries whereas developing countries tend to
3

In this regard, it is noteworthy that Ganslandt and Maskus (2004) found that after Sweden joined the EU
and opened its market to PIs, prices of drugs subject to competition from PI declined 12-19%.
4
The issue has also been heavily politicized in most countries, including the United States where it has been
debated repeatedly over the years in Congress. For example, an article published in the Wall Street Journal
on Dec 16, 2009 reported that a measure to allow importation of prescription drugs from abroad fell short in
the US Senate by just 9 votes. The bill was sponsored by Senator Byron Dorgan of North Dakota who argued
that his motivation was to protect consumer interests since "...the American people are charged the highest
prices in the World". The pharmaceutical industry opposed the bill questioning the safety of imported drugs.
While safety maybe a legitimate concern, there is little doubt that the primary issue for …rms is the ability to
maintain high prices in the United States.
5
For empirical evidence on how pricing regulations a¤ect the extent and the timing of drug launches in world
markets by pharmaceutical multinationals, see Danzon and Epstein (2008), Danzon et. al. (2005), and Lanjouw
(2005).
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vary widely in their restraints on such imports (Maskus, 2000).6 This variation in national PI
policies re‡ects unilateral policy decisions since presently there is no multilateral cooperation
or consensus over policies pertaining to parallel trade. Indeed, the key multilateral agreement
on IPRs –i.e. the WTO’s Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS) –leaves member countries free to implement PI policies of their choice.
Given the lack of any multilateral consensus regarding the desirability of parallel trade, two
important questions arise. First, how do national PI policies a¤ect the pricing behavior of …rms
engaged in oligopolistic competition in global markets? Second, what is the nature of strategic
interdependence between PI policies of individual countries? We address these questions in
a North-South model in which the two regions di¤er with respect to their domestic demand
structure and the quality of goods produced by their respective …rms. In particular, the
Northern …rm’s product is of high quality whereas the Southern …rm’s product is of low quality
and market size as well as the relative preference for high quality is bigger in the North. Not
only do these stylized asymmetries capture empirically relevant di¤erences between Northern
and Southern markets, we show that they shed new light on the causes and consequence of
parallel trade. Indeed, without properly accounting for such asymmetries, it is di¢ cult to
explain the observed variation in PI policies across countries.
The timing of decisions in our model is as follows. First, governments simultaneously
decide whether or not to permit PIs. Next, each …rm chooses whether or not to o¤er its
product for sale in the foreign market –i.e. the decision to export is endogenous in our model.
Finally, given policies and market structure, …rms compete in prices and international trade
and consumption occur. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the …rst paper to provide an
analysis of PI policies in a setting where there is strategic interaction not only in the product
market but also at the policy-setting stage.
The existing literature on PIs has extensively explored the e¤ects of uniform global pric6

Maskus (2000) describes the policy variation among developing countries as follows: "...some nations disallow PI because their patent laws provide a strict right of importation to authorized licensees; these laws are
common in countries with British or French colonial legacies. Moreover, several developing nations have laws
permitting only one national distributor for products imported under trademark, e¤ectively banning parallel
imports... India follows a regime of international exhaustion in trademarked and patented goods. A number of
developing countries including Argentina, Thailand, and South Africa, recently have enacted laws permitting
parallel imports of pharmaceutical products."
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ing or international price discrimination by …rms with market power. In addition to these
symmetric market outcomes, an asymmetric market structure where the high quality …rm refrains from selling in the South plays a crucial role in our analysis. Such a market structure
can arise in our model because …rms have uneven export incentives: the lure of the lucrative
Northern market is stronger than that of the Southern market. We …nd that the strategic
price competition between …rms under such a market structure tends to be rather subtle. To
gain further insight, suppose the North permits PIs while the South does not. Under such a
policy con…guration, if the relative preference for high quality in the North is not too high
compared to that in the South, the low quality (Southern) …rm charges its optimal monopoly
price locally while both …rms charge their optimal discriminatory prices in the larger Northern
market. However, if the relative preference for high quality in the North is su¢ ciently higher
than in the South, the low quality …rm’s optimal monopoly price in the South is lower than
its optimal discriminatory price for the Northern market. Under such a scenario, the North’s
openness to PIs induces the low quality …rm to set a common international price that actually
exceeds its optimal monopoly price for the Southern market: i.e. it tolerates a sub-optimally
high price in the Southern market to charge a more attractive price in the Northern market.
The resulting softening of price competition in the Northern market, in turn, makes forsaking
the Southern market more attractive for the Northern …rm, especially considering the fact that
the local demand for its high quality product is relatively large. Indeed, we show that such an
asymmetric market structure can arise not only when only one country permits PIs but also
when both countries do so.
Our policy analysis sheds light on how the underlying heterogeneity in demand structure
across countries determines national preferences for PI policies. Assuming governments maximize national welfare, we show that the North is more likely to permit PIs (i.e. it prefers to
permit PIs over a larger parameter space) when the South does not do so. With its smaller
market, the Southern government’s in‡uence on market structure tends to be weaker, something that is re‡ected in the nature of policy equilibrium: if the North is open to PIs, the
South also (weakly) prefers to be open to PIs whereas a Northern ban on PIs makes the South
indi¤erent between its two policy options since it renders the Southern policy inconsequential
5

for market structure.
We …nd that when the relative preference for high quality in the North is su¢ ciently higher
than that in the South, in equilibrium, the Northern government chooses to forbid PIs. This
result accords quite well with the type of PI policies we observe in the world: recall that the
two largest markets in the world –the EU and the USA –prohibit PIs from most of the rest of
the world. The intuition for this result is that by inducing international market segmentation
and shielding its …rm from the threat of indirect competition from arbitrage-induced PIs, the
Northern prohibition on PIs ensures that its …rm chooses to directly compete in the Southern
market.
This policy result is noteworthy for several reasons. First, it is surprising since North’s
welfare under uniform pricing is strictly higher than that under price discrimination. So
why doesn’t the North simply permit PIs? As was noted earlier, if the North permits PIs
and markets are su¢ ciently di¤erent in preference for high quality, uniform pricing does not
emerge as an equilibrium market structure. Rather, under such circumstances the high quality
…rm abstains from serving the less lucrative Southern market in order to charge a higher price
in the Northern market, an outcome that is detrimental for Northern consumers and overall
Northern welfare. To avoid such an outcome, the North is better o¤ prohibiting PIs: while
international price discrimination is not as desirable to the North as uniform pricing, it is
preferable to asymmetric market structures under which it’s …rm abstains from selling in the
South. The second noteworthy aspect of this result is that a unilateral prohibition on PIs
by the North generates a substantial positive spillover for the South: not only do Southern
consumers enjoy lower prices for both goods under international price discrimination, the low
quality …rm also bene…ts from being able to charge a higher price in the Northern market.
Finally, we show that when markets are relatively similar in size and preference for high
quality, the North permits PIs and uniform pricing obtains. Thus, only when its …rm is
reluctant to opt out of the Southern market can the North implement a policy that yields
its most preferred market outcome. Furthermore, when demand is fully symmetric across
countries, national PI policies have no discernible e¤ect on …rm behavior: both products are
sold internationally at prices that are independent of the underlying global policy regime.
6

This result implies that demand heterogeneity across countries is likely to be an important
determinant of national PI policies. It also suggests that similarity of taste for quality can
help explain why the US allows PIs of pharmaceuticals from Canada (Pecorino, 2002) or why
the EU allows parallel trade among member countries.
Our analysis contributes to, and to some extent uni…es, two strands of the literature on PIs:
one that studies interaction between …rms taking government policies as given and another that
analyzes the impact of alternative government policies but abstracts from strategic interaction
between …rms.7 In the latter tradition, the seminal paper is by Malueg and Schwartz (1994)
who show that the possibility of PIs can induce a monopolist to not serve markets with higher
elasticities of demand and thereby lower world welfare.8 The central question addressed by
Malueg and Schwartz is a normative one: should …rms be allowed to establish exclusive sales
territories internationally? In our view, it is important to also identify the incentives that
individual governments have to allow or restrict PIs from a national welfare perspective.
One of the few papers that analyzes the choice of PI policies in a multi-country setting is
Richardson (2002). However, our analysis di¤ers from his along several important dimensions.
First, in our model each …rm decides whether or not to sell its product in the foreign market,
while Richardson (2002) considers a scenario where all countries import a common good from a
foreign monopolist who necessarily sells in all markets. Second, by incorporating oligopolistic
competition, our model captures strategic considerations absent from his analysis. Third,
because each country is an importer as well as an exporter in our model, government policies
must consider both consumer and producer interests, as opposed to only consumer interests.
Indeed, …rm pro…tability turns out to be an important determinant of PI policies in our model.
A commonly advanced argument against parallel trade is that it reduces innovation incentives by undermining the ability of IPR holders to pro…t from their investments in research
7

It should be noted here that the literature on economic integration contains analyses of international
oligopoly where integration or segmentation is exogenously given. See, among others, Smith and Venables
(1988) and Venables (1990). Markusen and Venables (1988) examine optimal trade and industrial policy in this
context. In our paper, national policies endogenously determine whether markets are segmented or integrated.
8
Valletti and Szymanski (2006) build on Malueg and Schwartz (1994) by endogenising product quality and
show that international exhaustion yields lower welfare relative to national exhaustion.
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and development (R&D) - see, for instance, Li and Maskus (2006).9 In a North-South model
of endogenous innovation, Grossman and Lai (2008) analyze strategic policy choice when the
South determines its price control policy in response to the PI policy of the North and show
that the incentives for product innovation in the North (as well as its aggregate welfare) can
be higher when the North permits PIs relative to when it does not. While we focus on di¤erent
questions, some of the international policy externalities identi…ed in Grossman and Lai (2008)
also appear in our analysis; in particular, Northern openness to PIs may induce the Northern
…rm to eschew the Southern market in order to avoid indirect competition, and this, in turn,
can hurt the South.

2

Model

We consider a vertically di¤erentiated industry in a world comprised of two countries: North
(N ) and South (S). The industry produces good x that comes in two quality levels where
sh denotes the high quality and sl the low quality (sh > sl = 1). Assume that the Northern
…rm produces the high quality and the Southern …rm the low quality and that the cost of
production for both qualities equals zero. Each consumer buys at most one unit of good x. If
a consumer in country i buys quality j at price pji , its utility is given by
Ui = sj

pji where j = h; l

Utility under no purchase is normalized to zero and

(1)

0 is a taste parameter that captures

the willingness to pay for higher quality. All consumers prefer high quality for a given price
but those with a higher

are willing to pay more for both qualities and, in addition, value

high quality relatively more.
The high quality product produced by the Northern …rm as well as the low quality product
produced by the Southern …rm are both protected by an IPR such as a patents or a trademark. In particular, it is perfectly legal for the Southern …rm to sell its low quality product
in both countries; the low quality product is not per se a counterfeit or illegal version of the
9

However, Valletti (2006) shows that parallel trade can actually encourage cost reducing R&D when di¤erential pricing is cost based.
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high quality product. One can think of the two products as belonging to di¤erent generations
- an existing drug and a more e¤ective drug that is recently introduced after new scienti…c
advances (with non-overlapping patent protection between the products); alternatively, one can
think of the quality di¤erence as re‡ecting country bias or perceived di¤erences in regulatory
conditions (such as monitoring of product safety), technology and input quality between the
North and the South. The role of PI policy of each country is to determine whether or not
the IPR enjoyed by a …rm over its product is exhausted once it is sold abroad which, in turn,
determines whether or not the …rm can legally prevent PIs of units (of its own product) that
it sells abroad.10
To capture demand asymmetry between the North and the South, we will assume that
market size is larger in the North than in the South; in particular, we set the number of
consumers in the South equal to 1 and in the North to
preference parameter
where

N

=

S

1. Further, we assume that the

is uniformly distributed over the interval [0;

i]

in country i = N; S

= 1. Observe that this formulation allows us to capture asymmetry in size

as well as the distribution of preferences by a single parameter : In what follows, we refer to
as the extent of demand heterogeneity asymmetry or between the two markets.11 Since

1,

not only is the market demand for both qualities higher in the North, but in fact Northern
consumers exhibit higher relative preference for high quality over low quality in the sense that
the distribution of ; the marginal willingness to pay for better quality, in the population of
consumers in the North dominates that in the South (in a …rst order stochastic sense). In other
words, the proportion and the number of consumers willing to pay a premium for quality is
relatively higher in the North. As a result, the Northern market is more lucrative than the
South for both products and relatively more so for the high quality product. Furthermore,
10

Note that in our framework, if PI are permitted, consumers do not di¤erentiate between units of the
product sold directly by the manufacturing …rm and those sold by an importer. This kind of di¤erentiation
may be important when the product comes with warranties and other services that are only provided by the
manufacturer or it’s authorized dealers. See, for instance, Ahmadi and Yang (2000).
11
It should be mentioned here that the assumption that the support of in each market has zero as lower
bound ensures that if both …rms set prices without bothering about the e¤ect of their pricing on their pro…t in
other markets, then both sell in equilibrium. In other words, if …rms choose not to serve a market in our model
it is not because of the "natural monopoly" e¤ect that can arise in models of price competition in vertically
di¤erentiated duopoly (see, Shaked and Sutton, 1983).
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when both products are o¤ered for sale, demand for high quality is less price elastic in the
North than in the South.
When trade is possible, the interaction between …rms and governments occurs as follows.
The PI policy of each government is either one of allowing PIs (denoted by P ), or one of
not allowing PIs (denoted by N ). Thus, there exist four possible global policy regimes: (P,P ),
(P,N ), (N,P ), and (N,N ), where the policy of the North is listed …rst. In the next four sections,
we treat the policy regimes as being exogenously given and focus on the resulting trade and
market outcomes. In a later section, we analyze the problem of endogenous determination of
PI policies through strategic interaction of governments.
Given national PI policies, each …rm decides whether or not to o¤er its product for sale
in the foreign market. Our implicit assumption is that each …rm has the option of o¤ering its
product for sale abroad via a retail sector that is perfectly competitive in each country.12 Firms’
decisions regarding the authorization of sales territories determine global market structure. In
the …nal stage, given market structure and government policies, …rms compete in prices and
consumption (and trade) occur.
In our model, each …rm decides whether or not to allow the sale of its product in the
foreign market prior to setting prices. An important implication of this formulation is that
if the high quality (Northern) …rm decides not to serve the Southern market, then in the
next stage, its pricing strategy in no way a¤ects the demand for the low quality (Southern)
…rm’s product in the South since there is no price competition between …rms in the South.
An alternative speci…cation would be one where both products are always o¤ered for sale in
both markets and each …rm simply chooses a pair of prices –one for each market. Under such
a formulation, the high quality …rm can e¤ectively eliminate sales in the South by charging
a price that is su¢ ciently higher than the price charged by the low quality …rm. While
equilibrium policy outcomes under this alternative approach are likely to be similar to ours,
the price competition stage is more tractable under our formulation. The two approaches di¤er
12

Thus, …rms do not have to share rents with retailers and the vertical pricing issues that are central to the
analysis of Maskus and Chen (2002) and Maskus and Chen (2004) do not arise in our model. In a related
context, Ra¤ and Schmitt (2007) have shown that when competitive retailers order inventories before observing
market demand, a manufacturer can actually bene…t from parallel trade.
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at the price competition stage because under the alternative speci…cation an outcome where
the high quality …rm …nds it pro…table to abandon the Southern market –for instance, when
PI policies prevent price discrimination and the Southern market is too small or the degree of
market competition is too severe or both – could be consistent with a continuum of pricing
equilibria where the high quality …rm’s foreign price (at which it sells zero in the South) still
a¤ects the demand curve facing the low quality …rm and places a ceiling on its market power.
Furthermore, these equilibria will di¤er with respect to the price at which Southern consumers
buy the low quality good and therefore in terms of the welfare that they generate. By allowing
…rms to abandon foreign markets prior to price competition, our approach simpli…es the price
competition stage and avoids this kind of indeterminacy.
Under trade, if both qualities are available for purchase at prices phi and pli , country i’s
consumers can be partitioned into three groups on the basis of two threshold parameters
and

hi :

those in the range [0;

quality; and those in [

hi ;

i]

li )

buy neither high nor low quality; those in [

s

sh

buy low

buy high quality where
li

where

li ; hi )

li

=

pli
and
sl

hi

=

phi

pli

(2)

s

sl > 0. Using these threshold parameters, demand functions in country i for

the two qualities are as follows:

xji (pli ; phi ) =

8
>
<

li

=

hi

=

hi

>
:

i

phi
i

pli
s
phi
s

pli
if j = l
sl
pli
if j = h

(3)

The demand functions in (3) can be used to calculate consumer surplus in country i over the
two qualities:
csi (pli ; phi ) =

X
j

Zhi
csji (pli ; phi ) = (sl
li

Zi
pli )d + (sh

phi )d

(4)

hi

which simpli…es to
csli (pli ; phi ) = (

hi

In what follows, let r

li )
sh
sl

sl (

+
2

hi

li )

pli

and cshi = (

i

hi )

sh (

i

+
2

hi )

phi

(5)

1 denote the quality gap between goods and normalize sl = 1.
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3

Alternative market outcomes

In our model, PI policies in‡uence global market outcomes through two channels. First, they
determine whether a …rm engaged in international trade can charge di¤erential prices at home
and abroad. Second, they a¤ect a …rm’s incentive to authorize or not authorize sales of its
product in the foreign market i.e., the decision of a …rm to export or not. In this section, we
brie‡y discuss the various market outcomes that can arise in our model. As we show later,
the degree of demand asymmetry across countries ( ), the quality gap between goods (r), and
the PI policies of the two governments jointly determine which of these outcomes emerges in
equilibrium in any given situation.
The various market outcomes can be classi…ed as follows:
(i) Autarky fAg: Neither …rm exports so that each charges its optimal monopoly price in
its home market.
(ii) International price discrimination fDg: Both …rms export and charge discriminatory
prices across markets.
(iii) Uniform pricing fU g: Both …rms export and charge uniform prices at home and
abroad.
(iv) Asymmetric market coverage f g: only the low quality …rm exports and it charges
the same price in both countries.
(v) Asymmetric market coverage f

m g:

only the low quality …rm exports but it price

discriminates across countries. The superscript m indicates that the low quality …rm exercises
full monopoly power at home (South).
(vi) Asymmetric market coverage H: only the high quality …rm exports and it charges the
same price in both markets.
(vii) Asymmetric market coverage fH m g: only the high quality …rm exports but it charges
di¤erent prices at home and abroad. The superscript m indicates that the high quality …rm
exercises full monopoly power at home (North).
For ease of reference, the classi…cation of market outcomes (given that at least one …rm
exports) is given in Table 1 below:
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Table 1: Alternative market outcomes and pricing behavior
Di¤erential international prices Common international prices
Both …rms export
fDg
fU g
Only low quality exports
f mg
f g
Only high quality exports
fH m g
fHg
Under autarky, the local …rm in country i acts as a monopolist. In the North, consumers
in the range [ h ; ] buy the local (high quality) good where
ph
sh .

facing the …rm is given by xh (ph ) =

h

=

ph
sh

and the demand curve

The autarkic equilibrium price in the North is the

optimal monopoly price of the high quality …rm:
pm
h =

sh
2

(6)

Similarly, in the South, the autarkic equilibrium price is the low quality …rm’s optimal monopoly
1
price pm
l = 2.

Under price discrimination fDg, in country i the low quality …rm chooses pli to solve
M ax
pli

li (pli ; phi )

phi

= pli xli (pli ; phi ) = pli

pli
s

pli
sl

(7)

whereas the high quality …rm choose phi to solve
M ax
phi

hi (pli ; phi )

phi

= phi xhi (pli ; phi ) = phi

i

pli

(8)

s

The reaction functions in market i under price discrimination are given by
pli =

phi
and phi =
2r

i (r

1)

+

2

pli
2

Under uniform pricing fU g, the low quality …rm chooses pl to solve
M ax
pl

X

li (pl ; ph )

ph

= 2pl xl (pl ; ph ) = 2pl

pl
s

i

pl
sl

(9)

whereas the high quality …rm chooses ph to solve:
M ax
ph

X

hi (pl ; ph ) =

i

X

ph xhi (pl ; ph ) =

i

X

ph

ph

i

i

The reaction functions under uniform pricing are as follows
pl =

ph
( + 1) (r
and ph =
2r
4
13

1)

+

pl
2

pl
s

(10)

The reaction functions for the low quality …rm are the same under discrimination and uniform
pricing because the demand asymmetry parameter

directly a¤ects demand for only the high

quality good and it does not appear in the low quality …rm’s …rst order condition for pro…t
maximization. In other words, an increase in

leads to an increase the low quality …rm’s price

only because the high quality …rm …nds it optimal to raise its price due to an expansion in the
set of Northern consumers that value quality relatively more. A comparison of the solutions
to the pricing problems under fDg and fU g yields:
Lemma 1: Under price discrimination, each …rm charges a higher price in the North:
pjN (D) > pjS (D). Furthermore, each …rm’s price under uniform pricing is the average of its
X
optimal discriminatory prices in the two markets: pj (U ) =
pji (D)=2.
i

Lemma 1 highlights an important aspect of price discrimination and uniform pricing from
the viewpoint of consumer welfare. While prices are strictly lower in the North under uniform
pricing relative to price discrimination, the opposite is true in the South. As we will show
later, this clash between consumer welfare in the two countries over these market structures
plays an important role in determining the welfare implications of di¤erent policy regimes.
While the reaction function for the low quality …rm is the same under both scenarios,
the reaction function for the high quality …rm under uniform pricing lies above its reaction
function under discrimination. As a result, the uniform pricing equilibrium in the South yields
strictly higher prices than that under price discrimination. Of course, in the North, exactly
the opposite situation applies.
In our model, when both products are o¤ered for sale in markets and …rms are constrained
to charge uniform prices, if there is too much asymmetry in demand for high quality between
the markets then the equilibrium outcome could be one where there are no sales of the high
quality good the South. To ensure that positive quantities are sold in both markets under
uniform pricing, the following parameter restriction is assumed to hold through-out the paper:
Assumption 1:

<

6r 1
2r 1 .

In the asymmetric market outcome f

m g,

it is easy to see that the low quality …rm charges

its optimal monopoly price pm
l = 1=2 in the South and the two …rms charge their optimal
discriminatory prices plN (D) and phN (D) in the North i.e., the outcome in the Northern
market is identical to that in con…guration fDg:
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Under f g, the low quality …rm chooses its common international price pl to solve
M ax pl

ph

pl
sl

pl
s

pl

+ pl 1

pl
sl

(11)

where the …rst term denotes its pro…ts in the North and the second in the South, where it is
the sole seller. The high quality …rm serves only the North and solves
ph

M ax ph

pl

(12)

s

ph

The …rst order conditions for these problems yield the following reaction functions under f g:
pl =

r 1
ph
(r
+
and ph =
2(2r 1) 2(2r 1)

1) + pl
2

Using these reaction functions it is easy to show that the price by both low and high quality
…rms lie between their corresponding prices under fU g and fDg; further, the low quality …rm’s

price is higher than its monopoly price in the South.

Under fHg, the high quality …rm chooses its common international price to solve
M ax ph 1

ph

ph

pl

+ ph

s

ph
sh

whereas the low quality …rm solves the same problem (in the South) as it does under international price discrimination:
M ax pl

ph

pl
s

pl

pl
sl

Firm reaction functions under fHg are given by
pl =

ph
r
( + 1)(r
and ph =
2r
2r 1
2

1)

+

pl
2

These reaction functions can be solved for equilibrium prices pj (H) and it is easy to show
that these prices exceed those under uniform pricing: the high quality …rm’s desire to stay
close to its optimal monopoly price in the North makes it less willing to lower its price in
the South where it competes with the low quality …rm. Since the low quality …rm’s reaction
function is the same under fHg and fU g, a less aggressive posture on the part of the high

quality …rm in the South also implies a higher price for the low quality …rm under fHg relative
to under fU g .
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Lemma 2: (i) Under the asymmetric market outcome f g where (only) the low quality
…rm serves both markets at the common international price pl ( ), the price pj ( ) charged by
…rm of quality j; j = h; l, lies in between its prices under fU g and fDg:
pj (U ) < pj ( ) < pjN (D); j = h; l.
Furthermore, the low quality …rm’s price pl ( ) exceeds its optimal monopoly price in the
South.
(ii) In the asymmetric market outcome f m g where (only) the low quality …rm serves both
markets, it charges its optimal monopoly price pm
l = 1=2 in the South while both …rms charge
their optimal discriminatory prices plN (D) and phN (D) in the North.
(iii) In the asymmetric market outcome fHg where (only) the high quality …rm serves both
markets at the common price ph (H), each …rm’s price exceeds its price under uniform pricing:
pj (U ) < pj (H) where j = h; l.
Having discussed the candidate market outcomes, we next consider how PI policies of
individual countries in‡uence equilibrium market outcomes. Since PIs are induced by the
possibility of arbitrage between national markets, it is useful to begin with the case where PIs
are permitted by the North but not by the South.

4

If only the North permits PIs

In this section, we derive the equilibrium market outcome under the mixed policy regime
(P,N ) where the North permits parallel imports but the South does not. Under this policy
con…guration, the low quality (Southern) …rm is free to compete in the Northern market at a
price lower than its domestic price, the same is not true for the high quality (Northern) …rm.
We will show that this creates an incentive for the low quality …rm to export i.e., serve both
markets. Furthermore, if the asymmetry in demand structure between North and South is
high so that the demand for high quality in the South is signi…cantly lower than in the North,
the high quality …rm prefers to forsake the South and simply not export; in that case the
asymmetric outcome f g or f

mg

obtains. On the other hand, if the demand structures are

not too di¤erent, the high quality …rm serves both markets and we show that in that case,
the North’s openness to PIs is su¢ cient to ensure that both …rms charge uniform prices i.e.,
market outcome fU g obtains. In what follows, we develop the main arguments leading to
these results (summarized in Proposition 2 towards the end of this section).
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First, suppose that the high quality …rm chooses to not serve the Southern market while
the low quality …rm serves both markets. Under such a scenario, the low quality …rm’s pricing
behavior depends upon the extent of disparity in demand for high quality between the two
countries. While the North’s openness toward PIs undoes any attempt on its part to charge a
lower price in the South, it is free to charge a higher price there since PIs are forbidden by it.
Furthermore, such pricing can indeed arise when the low quality …rm enjoys monopoly status
in the South. To see this, suppose that the low quality …rm charges its optimal monopoly price
pm
l = 1=2 in the South and the two …rms charge their optimal discriminatory prices plN (D)
and phN (D) in the North. Given that only the North permits PIs, such a con…guration of
prices can be sustained i¤
pm
lS

plN (D) ,
m
l

In other words, if

1
2

(r
4r

1)
,
1

m
l

4r
2(r

1
1)

(13)

the two markets in e¤ect become perfectly segmented and despite the

North’s openness to PIs, the low quality …rm is free to act as an unconstrained monopolist in
the South. Note also that, under such a scenario, the market equilibrium in the North coincides
with international price discrimination; in other words, we obtain the market outcome f
On the other hand, when

>

m
l

m g.

the low quality …rm must charge a common international

price if it chooses to sell in both markets under (P,N ) and therefore, the asymmetric market
outcome f g obtains. As noted in Lemma 2, under the outcome f g; the uniform price

charged by the low quality …rm actually exceeds its optimal monopoly price pm
l = 1=2 in the
South while it falls short of its optimal discriminatory price for the North. The inequality
pm
l < pl ( ) holds because Northern openness to PIs induces the low quality …rm to tolerate a
reduction in its Southern pro…t in order to get closer to its preferred Northern price pjN (D).
Whenever the optimal monopoly price in the South pm
l = 1=2 cannot be sustained by
the low quality …rm (which happens when

>

m)
l

its reaction function Rl ( ) under f g

lies strictly above its reaction function Rl (D) under fDg – i.e. when

>

m,
l

relative to

price discrimination, the low quality is relatively more aggressive in price competition. This
is because pl ( ) > pm
l and the low quality …rm is quite eager to reduce its price in response to
a price cut by its rival. As a result, the equilibrium pair of prices under f g are lower relative
to fDg whereas they are higher relative to fU g.

It is straightforward to show that there exists

parameter range

l

<

<

m
l

l

where

l

<

m
l

such that over the

the low quality …rm would be better o¤ charging the common
17

price pl ( ) even though over this parameter range it can sustain its optimal monopoly price
pm
l in the South while charging its optimal discriminatory price plN (D) in the North. This
is because pl ( ) > plN (D) whenever

<

m:
l

while the low quality …rm would lose pro…t

in its domestic market by charging the common international price pl ( ), when

>

l

this

loss is more than compensated by the increase in pro…t that results from the softening of
price competition in the Northern market. Of course, the high quality …rm would necessarily
bene…t if the low quality …rm were to charge a higher price. However, since the low quality
…rm cannot commit to charging a common price in both markets, when the policy regime is
(P,N ) and
in the North
Let

m , in Nash equilibrium
l
and pm
l in the South.

i (m)

it charges di¤erent prices in the two markets: plN (D)

denote …rm i’s equilibrium pro…t under the market outcome m and de…ne
l

l(
l(

m)

)

l (A)

for
>
l (A) for

m
l
m
l

as the low quality …rm’s unilateral incentive to serve the North – i.e.

l

is the incremental

pro…t earned by the low quality …rm from serving the North given that the high quality …rm
does not serve the Southern market.
Our …rst result is as follows:
Proposition 1: If the North permits PIs whereas the South does not, the autarkic market
outcome fAg cannot arise in equilibrium since the low quality …rm’s unilateral incentive to
serve the Northern market is strictly positive: i.e.
and r.
l > 0 for all feasible
m.
l

To see why this is true, suppose the policy regime is (P,N ) and
if the low quality …rm serves the North the market outcome f

mg

m;
l

When

obtains i.e., it can earn

optimal monopoly pro…t at home (equal to that under autarky) earn an incremental pro…t of
lN (D)

from the foreign market. Even though pm
l

plS (D), PIs cannot ‡ow to the South due

to its policy stance. Thus, when the Northern demand is only moderately higher than its own
market – i.e.

m
l

– the low quality …rm is able to sustain its optimal monopoly price in

the South when local policy prevents PIs from ‡owing in. As a result,
Now suppose

>

m.
l

>

m,
l

) > 0:

Under this scenario, the pricing behavior described in part (i) of

Lemma 2 applies and in the appendix we show that
as follows: when

l(

l

=

l(

)

l (A)

> 0: The intuition is

preserving its monopoly status in the much smaller Southern market

is not particularly attractive to the low quality …rm. Indeed, as noted earlier, for
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>

m
l

the

low quality …rm is willing to charge a price above its optimal monopoly price in the South so
as to serve the North at a more desirable price.
Consider next the high quality …rm’s unilateral incentive to serve the South under (P,N ).
Given that the low quality …rm does not serve the North and the North permits PIs, the high
quality …rm can charge its optimal monopoly price in the North while competing with the low
quality …rm in the South i¤
pm
h
m
h

i.e.

phS (D) ,

2r(r
4r

r
2

1)
,
1

m
h

4(r
4r

1)
1

is the critical threshold below which the high quality …rm’s optimal monopoly price

in the North lies below its optimal discriminatory price in the smaller one. Observe, however,
that

m
h

< 1 for all r > 1 and since

1, it follows that it is impossible for the high quality

…rm to sustain its optimal monopoly price in the North when its government permits PIs
and …rms compete only in the South. Thus, under (P,N ), the high quality …rm necessarily
charges a common international price when it is the only …rm that exports and therefore, the
asymmetric market outcome fHg obtains.

Let the high quality …rm’s unilateral incentive to serve the South be de…ned by
h

h (H)

h (A)

The following result is intuitive:
Lemma 3: When the North permits PIs and the South does not, the high quality …rm’s
unilateral incentive for serving the South
. Furthermore,
0 i¤
h decreases in
h
d h
h where dr > 0.
To derive the equilibrium market outcome, we next consider each …rm’s best response
when the rival …rm chooses to serve both markets. Suppose that the high quality …rm chooses
to serve the South. If the low quality …rm opts to serve the North in response, the uniform
pricing outcome fU g obtains due to the North’s openness to PIs. If it does not, outcome fHg
obtains under which the high quality is sold in both markets at the common international
price ph (H). Given this, the low quality …rm’s reciprocal incentive for serving the North when
it must charge a common price in both markets (due to the North’s openness to PIs) is de…ned
by
l (U )

l (U )
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l (H)

It is straightforward to show that

l (U )

0 i¤ r

r =1+

p
3 2 13
8 .

In what follows, we assume that the degree of product di¤erentiation is not so low that
the low quality …rm has no reciprocal incentive to serve the Northern market when it permits
PIs. In other words, we assume the following:
Assumption 2: Let r

r ()

l (U )

0:

This assumption has two important implications. First, it ensures that there exists a
unique equilibrium market structure and outcome for all feasible parameter values and policy
combinations. Second, it implies that outcome fHg cannot be an equilibrium outcome.

Consider now the high quality …rm’s best response to the low quality …rm serving the

Northern market. Given that the low quality product is sold in both markets, if the high
quality …rm chooses to serve both markets uniform pricing obtains under (P,N ). On the other
hand, if the high quality …rm decides to not serve the Southern market the resulting market
outcome depends upon the degree of North-South size asymmetry: when
f

mg

whereas for

>

is de…ned as follows:

m,
l

h (U )

0,

u

i¤

1+

p

2

we have
h (U )

where

for
(
)
for
>
h

m
l

h (U )
m
l

m
l
m
l

hN (D)

h (U )

It is straightforward to show that for

>

we obtain

we get f g. Given this, the high quality …rm’s reciprocal incentive
h (U )

whereas for

m
l

m ; lim
l
r!1

u

=

u

0,
; and

h

<

u.

The fact that the high quality

…rm’s reciprocal incentive is positive only when the Northern demand for high quality is not
too large relative to the South is quite intuitive: given that the North permits PIs, the larger
the Northern demand for high quality relative to the South, the more constrained is the high
quality …rm’s pricing behavior in the North.
13
Note that the demand disparity between countries does not determine whether or not the low quality …rm
has a reciprocal incentive to serve the North. Intuitively, when the high quality …rm serves both markets under
(P,N ), prices in each market depend upon even if the low quality …rm does not serve the North. As a result,
does not determine whether or not
over the range
l (U ) > 0 even though
l (U ) is strictly increasing in
over which it is positive.
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Using the two types of incentive functions (unilateral and reciprocal), we can derive market
outcomes under the policy pair (P,N ). These outcomes are illustrated in Figure 1 drawn in
the (r; ) space.

–Figure 1 here –

The downward sloping curve

m
l

in Figure 1 de…nes the boundary below which the low

quality …rm is able to charge its optimal monopoly price pm
l in the South so that the market
outcome f

mg

is relevant whereas above

m,
l

the low quality …rm charges the price pl ( ) in

both markets and the market outcome f g is relevant.
The horizontal line plots

=

: below this curve the high quality …rm has a reciprocal

incentive to serve the South when the low quality …rm is able to sustain its optimal monopoly
price (i.e. it plots

h (U )

0 for

m ).
l

incentive and prefers the market outcome f
U
h

sloping curve

Above
mg

in Figure 1 plots the locus of

, the high quality …rm lacks such an

to uniform pricing fU g. The outer upward
h (U )

= 0 below which the high quality …rm

has a reciprocal incentive to serve the South when the low quality …rm charges the common
international price pl ( ) under f g (i.e. for
h,

>

m ).
l

Below the lower upward sloping curve

the high quality …rm has a unilateral incentive to serve the South given that

m.
l

When the demand asymmetry between the two countries exceeds the outer boundary
u

de…ned by
maxf

m;
l

ug

and

– i.e. in region C where

<

m
l

and in region D where

>

–the high quality …rm prefers to not serve the South and the equilibrium market

outcome is determined by the low quality …rm’s pricing behavior: in region C the equilibrium
outcome is f

mg

whereas in region D it is f g. It is worth emphasizing that the decision to

not serve the South on the part of the high quality …rm re‡ects considerations that come into
play solely due to the North’s policy of permitting PIs since, by assumption, selling abroad
imposes no additional costs on …rms. On the other hand, below the outer boundary de…ned
by

u

and

(i.e. over region A where

u

and region B where

u

), markets

are fairly similar in demand structure and the equilibrium market outcome is uniform pricing.
We close this section by summarizing the main results in Proposition 2:
Proposition 2: If the North permits PIs and the South does not, the equilibrium market
outcomes are as follows:
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(i) uniform pricing obtains when
maxf u ; g (regions A and B in Figure 1 );
m (region C in Figure 1 );
(ii) the asymmetric outcome f m g obtains when
<
l
and
u g (region D in Figure
(iii) the asymmetric outcome f g obtains when
> maxf m
l ;
1 ).

5

If both countries permit

In this section, we derive the equilibrium market outcome under the policy pair (P,P ) i.e.
when both countries permit PIs. We begin by observing that (P,P ), regardless of the degree
of market asymmetry, if a …rm serves both markets it must do so at a common international
price. More speci…cally, this implies that market outcomes f

mg

and fDg cannot arise.

Next, we argue that Proposition 1 does not hold under (P,P ): i.e., when both countries

permit PIs, the low quality …rm does not necessarily have a unilateral incentive to serve the
North. Intuitively, when products are not highly di¤erentiated, the decision to serve the North
is not attractive to the low quality …rm because price competition in the North is …erce. And
since the low quality …rm must charge a common price in both markets under (P,P ), stringent
competition in the North also undermines its pro…t in the Southern market.14 Under (P,P ),
direct calculations show that
l

0,

l

Uniform pricing is an equilibrium under (P,P ) i¤ each …rm has a reciprocal incentive to
serve the foreign market: i.e.
along with

h

and

l

j (U )

0 for j = h; l. Using the incentive functions

j (U )

allows us to fully describe equilibrium market outcomes under (P,P ).

Figure 2 illustrates equilibrium market structures under (P,P ).
–Figure 2 here –
Consider …rst the low quality …rm’s incentives. Above the downward sloping curve
or ( =

l

l

=0

) the low quality …rm has a unilateral incentive to serve the foreign market. The

negative slope of the curve is intuitive: as the intensity of product market competition decreases
14

By contrast, under (P,N ) the low quality …rm’s pro…t in the Southern market is relatively better protected
due to the Southern prohibition on PIs and it therefore necessarily has a unilateral incentive to serve the North.
m
Recall that when
l , the low quality …rm actually earns monopoly pro…t in its market under (P,N ) if the
high quality …rm chooses to not sell its good there.
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(i.e. r increases), the critical level of Northern demand required to induce the low quality …rm
to sell in the North declines.
The high quality …rm’s unilateral incentive to serve the Southern market
its reciprocal incentive

h (U )

h

as well as

both decrease with .15 This is because the larger the demand

disparity between countries, the more important it is for the …rm to charge a higher price in
the North. Indeed, in so far as the unilateral incentive is concerned, the high quality …rm is
evaluating whether or not to preserve its optimal monopoly price in the North under autarky
relative to serving both markets at ph (H) where ph (H) < pm
h.
It is useful to compare Figures 1 and 2. The …rst point to note is that in region D (i.e.
when

> maxf

m;
l

u g),

the equilibrium outcome under both (P,P ) and (P,N ) is f g. When

the low quality …rm cannot sustain its optimal monopoly price in the South under (P,N ), the
North’s permissive policy towards PIs is the main determinant of market outcome: the high
quality …rm chooses not to serve the South in order to stay close to its preferred price for the
Northern market.
Second, in region C (where
PIs, f

mg

<

m)
l

while f g obtains when both countries permit

obtains when only the North does so. Recall from Lemma 2 that under f

mg

prices

in the North equal pjN (D) while in the South the low quality …rm charges its optimal monopoly
price pm
l = 1=2. Thus, given that the North permits PIs and the South does not, when

m
l

the Southern …rm is less aggressive during price competition under the asymmetric outcome
f g relative to that under f

m g:

pl ( ) > pm
l and pjN (D) > pj ( ). Thus, as we emphasize in

Proposition 3 below, over region C prices are higher in the North when both countries permit
PIs relative to when only the North does so while the opposite is true of prices in the South.
As a result, given that the North permits PIs and the Northern …rm does serve the South, the
…rm’s pro…t is higher in region C if the South permits PIs relative to when it does not. Thus,
the presence of strategic competition implies that, holding the Northern PI policy constant, a
unilateral reversal of Southern policy (from banning PIs to allowing them) can increase the
Northern …rm’s pro…t by softening price competition in the Northern market.
Third, while rough intuition suggests that uniform pricing might be more likely to obtain
when both countries permit PIs relative to when only the North does, a comparison of Figures
1 and 2 show that this is not the case. More speci…cally, note from these …gures that over
15

Assumption 2 guarantees that the low quality …rm has a reciprocal incentive to serve the North under
(P,P ).
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region A uniform pricing obtains under both (P,P ) and (P,N ) whereas over region B uniform
pricing obtains only under (P,N ). Over region B, the high quality …rm’s preference between
alternative markets outcomes is as follows: f g

fU g

f

m g.

Over this region, when

only the North permit PIs, the high quality …rm ends up serving the South since it prefers
uniform pricing fU g to f

m g.

However, when both countries permit PIs f

mg

is not feasible

since the low quality …rm must charge a common international price that exceeds its optimal
discriminatory price for the North. The softening of price competition in the Northern market
over region B under f g makes it worthwhile for the high quality …rm to not serve the

South under (P,P ). It is noteworthy that it is the inability of its rival to price discriminate
internationally under the regime (P,P ) relative to (P,N ) that makes the high quality …rm opt

for the asymmetric outcome f g over uniform pricing.
We collect the main results of this section below:

Proposition 3: Suppose both countries permit PIs. Then, uniform pricing obtains when
u (region A in Figure 1) and the asymmetric market outcome f g obtains otherwise.16
For a subset of the parameter space where the degree of asymmetry between markets is in an
m ), prices are actually
intermediate range (i.e. over region C in Figure 1 where
<
l
higher in the North when both countries permit PIs compared to the policy regime (P,N) where
only the North permits PIs.

6

If North forbids

In this section, we discuss the equilibrium market outcomes when the North forbids parallel
imports. We begin by deriving the equilibrium market outcome under the policy regime (N,P )
where the South permits PIs.
We …rst argue that the autarkic outcome cannot be an equilibrium when the North prohibits
PIs since the high quality …rm has a unilateral incentive to serve the South. To see why, suppose
the low quality …rm does not serve the North. Then, the high quality …rm charges its optimal
monopoly price in the North so long as the South’s permissive policy towards PIs does not
prevent it from doing so. In this regard, recall that

m
h

is the critical threshold above which

the high quality …rm’s optimal monopoly price in the North exceeds its optimal discriminatory
16

For completeness, we should note that there is a tiny area over which both autarky and uniform pricing
are equilibria. This area is de…ned by h
l . In this area, each …rm has a reciprocal incentive to serve
the foreign market but no unilateral incentive to do so. For the remainder of the paper, we will take uniform
pricing to be the equilibrium over this tiny region.
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m
h

price in the South and that

1 for all r

1. But since

m,
h

1

it follows that the

high quality can always sustain its optimal monopoly price in the North when the Northern
government forbids PIs and …rms compete (only) in the South. This implies that beginning at
autarky, under (N,P ) the high quality …rm will necessarily choose to serve the South. Doing
so brings an incremental gain of

hS (D)

while protecting its monopoly pro…t in the North: PIs

are prohibited by the North and no PIs occur to the South since the price of the high quality
good is lower there (pm
h

phS (D)).

We now argue that the low quality …rm necessarily has a reciprocal incentive to serve the
North when it forbids PIs. To see this simply note that by deviating from fHg to fDg the
low quality …rm secures an incremental gain of

lN (D)

without having any detrimental a¤ect

on its monopoly pro…t in the South. This implies that the market structure fHg cannot be
an equilibrium under (N,P ).

Next, observe that when the North forbids PIs, the Northern policy makes it possible for
the high quality …rm to price discriminate internationally. This observation rules out uniform
pricing as an equilibrium outcome. Thus, there remain only three candidates for equilibrium
under (N,P ): f g, f

m g,

and fDg.

As before, the choice between two of three remaining candidates for equilibrium outcomes

– f g and f

mg

– is determined by the the degree of demand asymmetry. When the South

is open to PIs and the North is not, the low quality …rm can charge its optimal monopoly
price in the South only when that price is lower than its discriminatory price in the North:
i.e. pm
lS

plN (D) ,

or fDg. However, f

m.
l
mg

m,
l

Thus, over

mg

fails to be an equilibrium because the high quality …rm necessarily

has a reciprocal incentive to serve the South when
an incremental gain of

the equilibrium has to be either f

hS (D)

m:
l

by serving the South it secures

in the South without lowering its pro…t
m,
l

Thus, we have shown that when

hN (D)

in the North.

both …rms have a reciprocal incentive to serve the

foreign market and international price discrimination fDg is the equilibrium outcome.
Now consider the case

m.
l

<

Consider f g as a candidate for equilibrium over this

parameter range. Starting at f g if the high quality …rm chooses to serve the South, we move

to market outcome fDg whereas if the low quality …rm chooses to withdraw from the North we
revert to autarky fAg. This implies that f g is an equilibrium i¤ (i )
d
h

and (ii )

l(

)>

l (A)

,

>

l

h (D)

. It is easy to show that the curve

left of r so that Assumption 2 rules out the parameter range
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l

<

d
h

<

h(

),

>

lies strictly to the
d.
h

In other words,

since r > r it must be that

h (D)

> 0.

Thus, we have argued that both types of incentives –unilateral as well as reciprocal –are
positive for both …rms under the policy pair (N,P ). This necessarily implies that international
price discrimination is the unique equilibrium outcome under (N,P ).
Finally, it is transparent that if the policy pair is (N,N ) and PIs cannot ‡ow in either
direction, it is a dominant strategy for each …rm to serve the foreign market. Furthermore,
absent the threat of PIs, …rms will charge their optimal discriminatory prices in each market.
We have:
Proposition 4: If the North forbids PIs, the Southern policy is inconsequential and international price discrimination obtains as the equilibrium outcome.
It is worth noting that Proposition 4 does not imply that both …rms are better o¤ under
international price discrimination relative to autarky. In fact, it is easy to see that both can
be worse o¤ relative to autarky when the degree of product di¤erentiation (r) is relatively
low: under such circumstances severe price competition lowers their respective pro…ts below
autarkic levels. This is shown in Figure 3 which plots the zero-pro…t contours for
j (D)

j (A).

j (D)

The downward sloping contour is that of the low quality …rm while the upward

sloping one is for the high quality …rm.
–Figure 3 here –
Figure 3 can be divided into four regions. In region , the degree of demand asymmetry
( ) is moderate and products are highly di¤erentiated (r is large) and both …rms are better
o¤ relative to autarky: each …rm gets access to another market that is comparable in demand
to its local market where such access is accompanied by price competition that is relatively
weak. By contrast, in region

, the severity of price competition under international price

discrimination tips the balance in favor of autarky for both …rms. In region

, only the high

quality …rm is better o¤ under international price discrimination while in region

only the

low quality …rm is better o¤. The intuition is as follows. In region , the North-South demand
asymmetry is large and the low quality …rm bene…ts substantially from being able to sell its
good in the North whereas the high quality …rm has to share its large domestic market with a
competitor and therefore loses relative to autarky. Finally, in region

, demand asymmetry is

small and product di¤erentiation is moderately large: under such a scenario, sharing its local
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market in return for access to the comparably sized Southern market is not as costly for the
high quality …rm since its competitor is at a substantial quality disadvantage. For analogous
reasons, in region

the low quality …rm is better o¤ under autarky relative to international

price discrimination.

7

Equilibrium government policies

We are now ready to derive equilibrium policies. Each country’s objective is to maximize
its welfare. Country i’s welfare under market outcome fM g is a weighted sum of consumer
surplus and …rm pro…ts:

wi (M ) =

X

csji (m) + (1

)(

di (M )

+

ei (M ))

(14)

j

where M = A, D, H, ,

m

or U and 0

1. In the above welfare function,

pro…t of country i’s …rm in its domestic market whereas

ei (M )

di (M )

denotes

denotes its export pro…t. Also,

let world welfare under market outcome fM g be given by ww(M ) = wN (M ) + wS (M ).

In what follows, we focus primarily on the case where government’s maximize aggregate

welfare (i.e.

= 1=2) and then comment brie‡y on the two polar cases where governments

care only about …rms or consumers.

7.1

Welfare maximizing governments ( = 1=2)

Our …rst welfare result reports a comparison of the di¤erent market outcomes from the viewpoint of each country:
Proposition 5: Suppose governments seek to maximize national welfare (i.e.
= 1=2).
Then, each country’s welfare ranking of the various market outcomes that can arise in equilibrium is as follows:
(i) For the North: wN (U ) > wN (D) > wN ( ) > wN ( m ) whereas
(ii) for the South: wS (D) > maxfwS (U ); wS ( ); wS ( m )g.
Note in particular that the welfare of the North under uniform pricing is strictly higher
than that under international price discrimination whereas the welfare of the South is strictly
lower. From the South’s perspective, price discrimination is preferred to uniform pricing due to
two reasons. First, its …rm enjoys strictly higher export pro…ts under discrimination since price
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competition in the North is softer relative to uniform pricing. Second, recall from Lemma 2
that relative to uniform pricing, prices are lower in the South under price discrimination. As a
result, both …rm pro…tability and consumer welfare considerations work in the same direction
for the South. However, as Proposition 4 notes, whether or not price discrimination obtains
in equilibrium depends on North’s PI policy and not on that of the South.
For the North, consumer welfare and …rm pro…tability work against each other: while
consumers are better o¤ under uniform pricing, the high quality …rm prefers discrimination.
Since higher prices under discrimination transfer part of the Northern consumer surplus over to
the low quality …rm in terms of pro…ts, the North’s aggregate welfare is higher under uniform
pricing relative to international price discrimination.
We are now in a position to consider each country’s optimal PI policy in response to the
other. Suppose South permits PIs. What is North’s optimal PI policy? We can answer this
question using Figure 1 and Proposition 5. First note from Proposition 5 that the North
will permit PIs so long as parameters are such that its …rm exports to the South when both
markets allow PIs. Using Figure 1, we conclude that, given that the South permits PI, the
North adopts the same PI policy i¤

u

i.e. over region A where the Northern …rm’s

reciprocal incentive is positive. Now suppose the South bans PIs. Then, Figure 1 implies that
the North will permit PIs over both regions A and B (i.e. i¤

maxf

;

u g)

since the high

quality …rm’s reciprocal incentive to export is positive over these regions under policy pair
(P,N ). Thus, over region B the North permits PIs only when the South forbids them implying
that Southern openness to PIs reduces North’s willingness to permit PIs.
Now consider the South’s best response to the North’s policy choice. Recall that a ban
on PIs by the North makes the South indi¤erent between its policy options since the ban
is su¢ cient to induce international price discrimination. But what if the North permits PIs?
Then, Figures 1 and 2 indicate that Southern policy matters only over region B (
and region C (

u

<

u

)

). Over the rest of the parameter space, Northern openness to PIs

determines the market outcome and the South is indi¤erent between its two policy options.
Over region B, given that North permits PIs, South prefers to permit PIs in order to obtain
the asymmetric market outcome f g as opposed to uniform pricing while over region C, it
prefers to permit PIs to obtain f g as opposed to f

m}

since wS ( )

wS (

m)

i¤

m.
l

Thus, given that the North allows PI, the South strictly prefers to allow PIs over regions B
and C whereas it is indi¤erent between its two policy options otherwise.
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To derive equilibrium policies, suppose we are in region A (i.e.

u)

so that the high

quality …rm’s reciprocal incentive is positive when the low quality …rm charges a common
international price in both markets. It is easy to see that both (P,N ) and (P,P ) are Nash
equilibria over region A: the North has no incentive to deviate since uniform pricing is its most
preferred regime whereas the South’s PI policy is inconsequential for the market outcome.
Now consider region B (i.e. when

u

). Here the market equilibrium under (P,P )

is f g whereas under (N,P ) it is international price discrimination. Since wN (D)

wN ( )

the North bans PIs in region B to ensure international price discrimination obtains thereby
making Southern policy inconsequential. Thus, in region B, both (N,P ) and (N,N ) are Nash
equilibria. Similarly, in region C (i.e. when
m g,
l

u

<

) and region D, i.e. for

> maxf

u,

it is optimal for the North to forbid PIs to induce international price discrimination and

avoid the asymmetric outcome f g while the Southern policy is inconsequential.
We can now state:

Proposition 6: When governments maximize national welfare (i.e. = 1=2) the equilibrium market outcome is determined by the North’s PI policy:
u (region A in Figure 1 ) i.e., when the degree of asymmetry between demand
(i) For
structures of the two countries is not too large, permitting PIs is a dominant policy choice for
the North and uniform pricing obtains independent of the South’s PI policy.17 In particular,
(P,P ) and (P,N ) are both Nash equilibria.
(ii) For
> u (regions B,C, and D in Figure 1 ) i.e., when the degree of asymmetry
between demand structures of the two markets is large, prohibiting PIs is a strictly dominant
policy choice for the North and international price discrimination obtains, independent of the
PI policy of the South. In particular, policy pairs (N,P ) and (N,N ) are both Nash equilibria.
(iii) The PI policy of the South is always inconsequential in equilibrium.
When markets are su¢ ciently asymmetric in their demand structure, the North forbids
PIs to rule out asymmetric market outcomes f

mg

and f g under which its own …rm chooses

to not serve the South so as to charge a high price in the North, which is detrimental for
Northern consumers and overall Northern welfare. Note also that the nature of the North’s
equilibrium policy is such that the Southern policy has no e¤ect on market outcomes, and
therefore, welfare. This policy outcome is quite consistent with the observed variation of PI
policies across the world. As we noted earlier, the two largest markets in the world –EU and
17

If the inequality is strict –i.e.

<

u

–then it is a strictly dominant strategy for the North to permit PIs.
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the USA – restrict PIs from the rest of the world while there is substantial variation among
developing countries with respect to their PI policies, an outcome that might be indicative of
the fact that no one type of PI policy is strictly preferable from their viewpoint.
To gain further insight into the welfare calculus underlying North’s decision to ban PIs over
all regions except region A, suppose the policy pair is (P,N ) and the Northern …rm chooses to
not export. Now consider a reversal in North’s policy from permitting PIs to banning them.
The …rst point to note is that in region C, this unilateral change in Northern policy has no
e¤ ect on prices in the Northern market since under the asymmetric outcome f

m g,

market

prices in the North coincides with price discrimination (see Lemma 2). Thus, over region C,
forbidding PIs increases Northern welfare because it yields additional export pro…ts without
having any adverse e¤ect on local consumer surplus.
Over region D, if the North chooses to ban PIs in order to induce its …rm to export, there
are two con‡icting e¤ects on Northern welfare. On the positive side, the export pro…t earned
by the high quality …rm contributes to Northern welfare. On the negative side, prices in the
North are higher under fDg relative to f g. However, since prices of both …rms increase and

it is the change in the reaction function of the Southern …rm that causes equilibrium prices
to change, it turns out that the share of Northern consumers buying the high quality actually
increases. To see this, note that under international price discrimination we have
lN (D)

=

(r
4r

1)
and
1

hN (D)

=

(2r 1)
4r 1

whereas under the asymmetric outcome f g we have
lN (

)=

( + 2)(r 1)
and
8r 5

hN (

)=

4 r 3
1
8r 5

It is straightforward to calculate that
lN (D)

In other words, since

<
>

lN (
m
l

) i¤

>

m
l

and

hN (D)

>

hN (

) i¤

>

m
l

in region D while market coverage (i.e. the total number of

consumers buying either good) is lower in the North under price discrimination relative to
the asymmetric outcome f g, a higher proportion of them buy the high quality good. This

switching by consumers from low to high quality dampens the adverse e¤ect of the price
increases that result when the North changes its policy from allowing PIs to banning them
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thereby altering the market outcome from f g to fDg.18

Finally, note that in region B, the North has no unilateral incentive deviate from (P,N ) to

(N,N ) since uniform pricing obtains under (P,N ) whereas price discrimination obtains under
(N,N ). However, in region B, if the North were to permits PIs, the South also prefers to
permit PIs to induce the outcome f g. But since wN (D) > wN ( ) and a Northern ban on

PIs is su¢ cient to yield international price discrimination, in equilibrium, the North ends up
banning PIs to avoid f g.

It is also noteworthy that when the North does ban PIs, its PI policy generates a substan-

tial positive spillover for the South: not only do Southern consumers enjoy low prices under
discrimination, the low quality …rm also bene…ts from being able to charge a more attractive
price in the North.
It is easy to show that aggregate world welfare is strictly higher under uniform pricing
relative to price discrimination: ww(U ) > ww(D) > maxfww( ); ww(

m )g.19

Intuitively,

by yielding price di¤erentials across countries, international price discrimination creates an
ine¢ ciency relative to uniform pricing. The two symmetric market outcomes dominate the
asymmetric ones because the latter involve less competition in the Southern market. Proposition 6 shows that when countries are not too di¤erent in demand structure (as is the case
over region A), even though each is guided purely by its own interest, equilibrium policies are
e¢ cient in that they maximize aggregate welfare.
What if government policies were chosen not to maximize aggregate welfare? We turn to
this next.

7.2

If

6= 1=2

Consider the case where

= 0 i.e. governments care only about …rm pro…ts. To derive

equilibrium policies, simply recall that a unilateral prohibition of PIs by the North is su¢ cient
to ensure price discrimination, the most preferred market structure of its …rm. As a result,
when

= 0 the policy outcome is as described by part (ii) of Proposition 6.

18

An analogous logic explains why the North …nds it optimal to ban PIs over all regions other than A when
the South permits PIs and its …rm decides not to export. As is clear, Southern policy is irrelevant for explaining
why the North forbids PIs over region D since the outcome f g obtains regardless. However, over regions B
and C the PI policy of the South does matter since the outcome f m g cannot arise when the South is open to
m
PIs. To understand why the North deviates from (P,P ) to (N,P ) over regions B and C where
l , note
that this change in Northern policy causes local consumers to switch from high to low quality but this switching
is o¤set by the fact that total market coverage expands –i.e. fewer consumers abstain from buying either good.
19
m
Indeed, we can show that ww( ) ww( m ) i¤
l :
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Now consider the situation where governments care only about consumers (i.e.

= 1).

First consider South’s best response to alternative Northern policies. As before, a Northern
ban on PIs delivers South’s most preferred outcome and its policy becomes irrelevant. If the
North is open to PIs, Southern policy matters only when the high quality …rm’s reciprocal
u ).

incentive is negative (i.e. it matters in all regions other than region A where

Over region B, given that the North permits PI, it is optimal for South to ban PIs because
doing so leads to uniform pricing under which prices are lower in the South relative to the
market outcome f g. Over region C, the South prefers to allow PIs because doing so yields
the market outcome f g which is preferable to f
m.
l

Finally, for

> maxf

m;
l

u g,

mg

since CSS ( )

m)

CSS (

whenever

the Southern policy is irrelevant since the equilibrium

outcome f g is invariant to its policy. Thus, if the North permits PIs, the South prefers to

ban PIs over regions B, permit them over region C, and it is indi¤erent otherwise whereas if
the North forbids PI, the South is indi¤erent between its two policy options.
Recall that the prices in the North under f

mg

discrimination so that we have CSN (D) = CSN (

is the same as that international price
m ).

Part (i) of Lemma 2 implies that

CSN (U ) > maxfCSN (D); CSN ( )g. Furthermore, CSN (D)

m
l

CSN ( ) i¤

since the

low quality …rm’s common international price pj ( ) is higher than its optimal discriminatory
price pjN (D) in the Northern market i¤

m.
l

Suppose the South permits PI and consider the North’s best response. It is clear that in
region A (i.e. for

u)

it is optimal for the North to permit PIs in order to induce uniform

pricing. However, over other regions uniform pricing is not an equilibrium under (P,P ) and
the best the North can do is induce the market outcome it prefers between fDg and f g. Since
CSN (D)

m,
l

CSN ( ) i¤

if the South permits PIs, the North forbids them in regions

B and C to induce international price discrimination whereas it permits them in region D to
induce the outcome f g.

Consider now the scenario where South forbids PI. What is North’s best response? As

before, in region A it is optimal for the North to permit PIs to induce uniform pricing. In
addition, the North permits PIs also over region B (i.e. when
results in uniform pricing (see Figure 1). In region C (i.e. when

u

) since doing so
u

) the North is

indi¤erent between permitting and not permitting PIs since CSN (D) = CSN (
in region D i.e. when

> maxf

m;
l

ug

m ).

Finally,

Northern consumer welfare is higher if it permits PIs

since doing so yields the market outcome f g and CSN ( )
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CSN (D) when

m.
l

Thus,

when

= 1, given that the South forbids PIs, the North (weakly) prefers to allow PIs: over

region C it is indi¤erent between its policy options whereas everywhere else it strictly prefers
to allow PIs.
We can now state the following result:
Proposition 7: If governments care only about consumer surplus (i.e.

= 1), the follow-

ing hold in equilibrium:
(i) Over region A and D i.e., when demand asymmetry is relatively small or very large,
permitting PIs is a dominant strategy for the North and the policy choice of the South is
inconsequential; both (P,N ) and (P,P ) are Nash equilibria. Uniform pricing is the resulting
market outcome in region A while the asymmetric market outcome f g obtains in region D.
(ii) Over region B, the policy Nash equilibrium is (P,N ) and uniform pricing obtains.

(iii) Over region C, prohibiting PIs is a dominant strategy for the North and the policy
choice of the South is inconsequential; both (N,P ) and (N,N ) are Nash equilibria with international price discrimination as the market outcome.
Two things are worth noting about Proposition 7. First, when governments care only about
consumer welfare, equilibrium PI policies are such that international price discrimination is
less likely to arise as an equilibrium outcome since the North has a strong incentive to keep
local prices low by keeping its market open to PI. Second, in region D, North chooses to
open its market to PIs to induce the asymmetric outcome f g under which prices are lower in

the North relative to international price discrimination. By contrast, recall from Proposition
6 that only symmetric market outcomes obtain when governments weigh consumer and …rm
interests equally.

7.3

Discussion of the model

In order to make the study of strategic interaction at two di¤erent stages (policy setting and
the product market) tractable, we made several simplifying assumptions. In this section, we
brie‡y discuss how our results would be a¤ected if these assumptions were dropped.
For simplicity, like the existing literature on PI, we assume that authorizing products for
sale in foreign markets does not impose any additional costs (marginal or …xed) on …rms. An
important advantage of this approach is that it allows us to highlight the interaction between
PI policies, pricing behavior, and the strategic incentives …rms have for selling or not selling in
each other’s markets even when such sales do not involve additional costs relative to domestic
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sales. In particular, in our model, whenever the Northern …rm chooses to not serve the South
it does so not to economize on costs but rather to increase pro…ts by being able to charge a
high price in the North.
We expect that the qualitative nature of our results should continue to hold if …rms were to
face additional …xed costs for accessing foreign markets so long as these costs are small relative
to product market pro…ts. To see why, suppose …rms incurred a …xed cost for selling abroad.
If so, each of incentive functions plotted in Figures 1 and 2 would shift so as to reduce the
parameter space over which the two types of incentives (unilateral and reciprocal) are positive.
For example, in Figure 1 both the

h

and

u

curves shift downwards when …rms incur a …xed

cost for selling abroad. While these shifts in the two curves would alter the parameter space
over which each of the market structures is an equilibrium, it would not change the range of
outcomes described in Figures 1 and 2 provided that the costs of selling abroad are not so
large so as to completely eliminate the incentive to do so under some (or all) of the policy
regimes. As is clear, the key welfare rankings from the perspective of the two regions also
would not be a¤ected by the presence of such costs. For example, the North would still prefer
uniform pricing to price discrimination while the South would have the opposite preferences.
Of course, the existence of these costs would reduce each …rm’s export pro…t which in turn
would imply that the Northern government would be less concerned about inducing its …rm to
export. Note, however, that in our model the …rm’s incentive to export is always weaker than
that what is socially optimal for its home economy. Thus, it would still be the case that the
…rm would choose not to export even when its better for its home economy that it do so. This
implies that the nature of the policy equilibrium would also be similar to that in our model.20
Our model also takes product quality to be exogenously given. While endogenzing quality
is beyond the scope of this paper, it is worth discussing how we expect our analysis to be
modi…ed when quality is endogenously determined. Since what matters in the model is the
relative quality level of the two …rms, …x the Southern …rm’s quality at 1 and suppose the
Northern …rm’s quality is determined by its investment in quality improvement. Following
Valleti (2006), one would expect the …rm’s incentive to improve quality would be stronger
20
Note also that a similar argument applies to the case where …rms incur higher marginal costs for exporting,
say due to the existence of tari¤s or trade costs: under such a scenario each …rm’s export pro…t would shrink,
but the Northern government would still be interested in inducing its …rm to export. This in turn implies that
the qualitative nature of our key policy conclusions should hold even if the marginal cost of exports were to
exceed that for domestic sales.
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when it can price discriminate internationally relative to when it cannot. This implies that the
Northern government’s preference for uniform pricing could be reduced if the Northern …rm’s
incentive to improve quality is substantially higher under international price discrimination.
If so, our key policy result (i.e. Proposition 6) would need to be modi…ed in the sense that
uniform pricing would likely be preferred by the North over a smaller parameter space in order
to increase its …rm’s incentive to improve quality. In our view, further research is necessary
to formally verify this intuitive conjecture, particularly when both …rms can invest in quality
improvement as opposed to just the Northern …rm. Indeed, given that the existing literature
on the impact of PI policies on R&D has tended to focus almost exclusively on monopoly, our
model could serve as a foundation for further research in the area.

8

Concluding remarks

A sizeable literature analyzes the pros and cons of parallel trade (see Maskus, 2000 for a
comprehensive overview). However, this literature has shed only limited light on factors that
determine national PI policies. In this paper, we endogenize PI policies in a North-South
duopoly model where the Northern …rm produces the high quality and the Southern …rm
the low quality. A crucial feature of the model is that, given government policies, each …rm
decides whether or not to o¤er its product for the sale in the foreign market. Incorporating
this feature into the model allows us to endogenously derive asymmetric market structures of
the type where both qualities are sold in the North while only the low quality is sold in the
South. Not only are such market structures interesting with respect to the pricing behavior
of …rms, the possibility that they can arise under certain North-South policy con…gurations
plays a crucial role in determining equilibrium policies.
Intuition suggests that the Northern policy stance ought to play a key role in determining
international market structure. This intuition …nds support in our model, but we show that
heterogeneity in demand structure across countries can matter in rather unexpected ways.
In this regard, our key result – and one that matches quite well with the observed nature
of real world national PI policies – is that if the Northern demand and, more particularly,
preference for high quality is su¢ ciently higher than that of the South, the North forbids
PIs and international price discrimination obtains as the equilibrium outcome. An especially
noteworthy aspect of this result is that international price discrimination is the South’s most
preferred market structure; the North’s welfare is actually higher under uniform pricing. Of
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course, in choosing to forbid PIs, the North is motivated not by altruism but rather its own
interests: a ban on PIs by the North prevents a scenario where its own (high quality) …rm
abstains from serving the Southern market in order to shore up its pro…t at home. Thus,
when demand heterogeneity across markets is high, by preventing indirect competition from
arbitrage-induced PIs, the Northern prohibition on PIs induces direct competition in both
markets. Only when markets are relatively similar in demand structure does the North choose
to permit PIs and obtain its most preferred market outcome – i.e. uniform pricing – as an
equilibrium outcome.
Our analysis of PI policies is novel in that it allows for oligopolistic competition in the
product market. In our view, this is important in the context of parallel trade: while market
power is pervasive when …rms are protected by patents or other IPRs, true monopolies are
rather rare. For example, even in the context of pharmaceuticals several competing …rms
often supply drugs and medicines that help treat any given illness or disease. Secondly, in
our model, government policy takes into account both consumer and …rm interests. As noted
above, while setting its PI policy, the North must account for the possibility that its own
…rm might forsake the Southern market in order to sustain a more attractive price in its local
market. By contrast, in the existing literature, PI policies have been studied primarily from
the viewpoint of importing countries.
While the model provides some new insights, it abstracts from several important aspects
of parallel trade that deserve further research. For example, it remains to be seen what
additional considerations arise under oligopoly when one explicitly takes into account the
role of intermediaries in parallel trade and the problems of vertical control or contracting
as analyzed by Maskus and Chen (2002 and 2004). It would also be worthwhile to study
the two-way relationship between parallel trade and strategic R&D competition, particularly
in terms of investments in quality improvement. Finally, our analysis considers PI policies
in isolation, ignoring conventional instruments of trade policy such as tari¤s and quotas. It
would be useful to analyze a model in which PI policies are determined jointly with such trade
policy instruments in order to obtain a better understanding of any potential linkages between
these types of policies. We hope future research will address some of these topics.

9

Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1
36

Under international price discrimination, equilibrium prices in country i are:
i (r

pli (D) =

4r

1)
and phi (D) = 2rpli (D)
1

(15)

Equilibrium prices under uniform pricing are
(r

pl (U ) =

1) ( + 1)
and ph (U ) = 2rpl (U )
2(4r 1)

(16)

Note from (15) and (16) that under uniform pricing each …rm charges the average of its optimal
discriminatory prices:
X
2pj (U ) =
pji (D)
(17)
i

Proof of Lemma 2
Using the reaction functions reported in the text, prices under uniform pricing are given

by
ph (U ) =

( + 1) (r 1) r
pl (U )
and pl (U ) =
4r 1
2r

(18)

Firm reaction functions under f g are given by
pl =

ph + (r 1)
and ph =
2(2r 1)

(r

1) + pl
2

(19)

which yield the following equilibrium prices
pl ( ) =

( + 2) (r 1)
(r
and ph ( ) =
(8r 5)

1)(2 (2r 1) + 1)
(8r 5)

(20)

with associated pro…ts j ( ). Since r
1 it is straightforward that the low quality …rm’s
common price in both markets under f g is higher than its price under uniform pricing:
pl ( )

pl (U ) =

(r

1)
2

8r + 3 + 1
>0
(4r 1) (8r 5)

(21)

Firm reaction functions under fHg are given by
pl =

r
( + 1)(r
ph
and ph =
2r
2r 1
2

1)

pl
2

(22)

pH
1)( + 1)r
and pl (H) = h
(8r 5)
2r

(23)

+

which yield the following equilibrium prices
ph (H) =

2(r
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Finally, we have
ph (H)

ph (U ) =

3r ( + 1) (r
(4r 1) (8r

1)
>0
5)

which also implies that pl (H) > pl (U ).
Proof of Lemma 3
One can derive the pro…ts j (H); j = H; L using (23). Directly solving
h (H) = 0 for
H
H
yields h (r). While the analytical expression for h (r) is tedious, di¤erentiating it with
respect to r yields the last statement of Lemma 3.
Proof of Proposition 1
The proof proceeds in a straightforward way. Directly calculations show that l ( )
and that l ( ) > 0 at = m
l( )
l (A) is increasing in
l( ) > 0
l . This implies that
m
m
for all > l . As argued in the paper, when
l , the low quality …rm faces no trade-o¤
in its local market and serving the North yields a strictly positive gain.
Other supporting calculations
Equilibrium …rm pro…ts under uniform pricing equal
l (U )

=

r (r 1) ( + 1)2
and
2(4r 1)2

h (U )

= 4r l (U )

whereas under international price discrimination we have
lS (D)

=

(r 1) r
whereas
(4r 1)2

which implies
l (D)

X

li (D)

=

lN (D)

(

i

Similarly,

h (D)

X

hi (D)

i
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2

=

2 (r

(4r

+ 1) (r 1) r
(4r 1)2

= 4r l (D)

1) r
1)2

(24)

Proof of Proposition 5
Let = 1=2. Directly calculating aggregate Northern welfare under uniform pricing and
price discrimination and subtracting yields
wN (U )

wN (D) =

r (4r + 1) (r 1) ( + 3) (
16(4r 1)2

1)

0

Furthermore, note that
wN (D)

wN (

m

hN (D)

)=

2

2r2 2 (r 1)
>0
(4r 1)2

=

which implies
wN (U ) > wN (D) > wN (

m

)

The inequality wN (D) > wN ( ) can be shown as follows. First, we have
d(wN (D) wN ( ))
=
d

m)
l
5)2

1)3 (
1) (8r

2(r
(4r

m
l

> 0 i¤

Furthermore, direct calculations show that at = 1 we have wN (D) > wN ( ). Thus, it must
m . Now consider the case when
> m
be that wN (D) > wN ( ) whenever
l so that
l
the welfare di¤erence wN (D) wN ( ) is decreasing in North-South demand asymmetry .
Direct calculations show that at the maximum permissible value of , i.e. at = , we have
wN (D) > wN ( ). Thus, it must be that wN (D) > wN ( ) for all .
Now consider Southern welfare. We have
wS (D)

wS (U ) =

r(r

1) (7

4 r + 20r
16(4r 1)2

3) (

1)

0 since

Next, we have
wS (D)

wS (

m

)=

4r(r 1) + 3
>0
16(4r 1)

Thus, we have
wS (D) > wS (U ) > wS (

m

)

The inequality wS (D) > wS ( ) can be shown as follows. We have
@(wS (D)
@

wS ( ))

=
=

m
l

(4r + 1) (r 1)
>0
4 (4r 1) (8r 5)

i.e. at the lowest value of that is relevant for comparing wS (D) and wS ( ), the welfare
di¤erence wS (D) wS ( ) is increasing in . Furthermore, we have
@ 2 (wS (D)
@2

wS ( ))

=

3(r

1)2 16r2

2 (4r
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2

1) (8r

8r
5)2

1

>0

which implies that

@(wS (D) wS ( ))
@

wS (D)

m.
l

> 0 for all

wS ( ) = wS (D)

wS (

m

Since we know that at
)=

=

m
l

we have

4r(r 1) + 3
>0
16(4r 1)

m.
l

it must be that wS (D) > wS ( ) for for all
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